
WHAT IS “THE BROWN BAG CHALLENGE”?

The Brown Bag Challenge is a VOLUNTARY commitment from a guild member, which involves an 
“exchange of fabric” from other interested members.  This challenge has a catch!  The fabric you 
receive in exchange becomes your opportunity to join in some fun and get creative by making a quilted
project for someone else with their own fabric!  The Challenge is that you do NOT know whose fabric 
you will receive, and all is a secret until revealed in December. Again, this is a VOLUNTARY 
commitment and a wonderful opportunity to explore your inner talents and have some fun along the 
way.  

Once you make the commitment to participate you will be issued a numbered “brown bag” with full 
and detailed instructions, guidelines, and deadlines, from the Brown Bag Challenge Coordinators, who 
will be your contacts throughout the Challenge, and will also be available to answer any questions and 
offer guidance and encouragement throughout your journey! 

The amount of fabric involved here is a MINIMUM of 4 (four) Fat Quarters, and up to a 
MAXIMUM of 6 (six) Fat Quarters from you! 

Once bags are collected from the list of participants, the BBC Coordinators will re-issue fabric to you 
(from another participant).   Now your Challenge begins as you decide what to do with the fabrics you 
have been issued!  You can add to those fabrics, but you MUST use some of each Fat Quarter that you 
received.  You will be encouraged not to share whose fabric you have received with other members 
because they could also be participating!     The mystery of knowing who you are making your project 
for will not be revealed to you until the Guild Christmas Luncheon in December!    

Numbered Bags, with instructions, will be available for distribution at the January business meeting for
those who choose to participate!  

Want to have FUN?  Try It!
Watch newsletters for dates to participate!  
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